Suppose that there is given a second elliptic operator
7| < 777 ^a of order ttz whose coefficients converge at infinity swiftly and uniformly to those of A as follows: There exists a nonnegative real-valued continuous function 0 on R" and a number e, 0 < <r < 7, satisfying
for all x in R" and all u in H (W; C*).
777
(ii) |x|ra+260(x) is bounded in R*.
(Note for later reference that it follows in particular from (ii) that (l + 7|)m_"' +f 0W is in L2(R"; C1) and that lin.77^ (l + |x|)m + f0(x) . 0.)
Then, given a positive R, denote by E(A Q, R) the set of all linear elliptic partial differential operators da Au(x) = Z a cSx)-"(*) defined for all positive R and depending on A", A , n, and m as well as R, which is 0(Rm) for large R and which is such that the estimate ||zy|| < C(R) ||z4 k|| holds for every u in M(AQ, R).
Proof.
The exact approach taken to the proof depends on whether (m -n/2 + c) is positive or negative.
In the following, for any positive R, u denotes an element of MÍAQ, R) and A^u is denoted by /. il + \x\)m-n/2*t\f( 
